Water heaters and softeners

The Crane-Line Selectric is a fully automatic water heater that will economically provide healthful hot water on a 24-hour a-day schedule. Quality constructed throughout, the Selectric is also neatly styled to fit the scheme of the most modern home. Selectric thermostat automatically holds temperature desired, 100° to 190°. Made in 30, 40, 52, 66, 80 and 100 gallon capacities.

The Crane-Line Superior is an automatic gas water heater with the exclusive, patented Mini-Miser air intake which reduces heat loss. Thick, Fiberglass insulation completely encases sides, top and combustion chamber. The "custom tailored" steel tank is heavily galvanized for lasting service. The cold rolled steel outer jacket is finished in snowy white baked enamel for lasting beauty. Made in 20, 30 and 45 gallon capacities.

Crane-Line Softenall water conditioners soften the hardest water and also remove light sediment, iron and manganese. The zeolite employed has the highest capacity per salt regeneration and operates on low silica and acid or alkaline waters without injury to the zeolite. The brine tank is a combination of salt storage and brine measuring tank, with a full opening for easy filling with salt. Tanks made of heavy grade steel, electrically welded. The units are simply regenerated with three movements of the multi-port valve and with the brine valve conveniently located at the top of the brine tank. Salt tank capacities from 90 to 220 pounds.

Your Crane dealer carries a complete line of water heaters and softeners for every home requirement.

Gas Boilers

Crane-Line Basmor "2 WG" Boilers—With these new Crane-Line Basmor Boilers, the comforts and conveniences of a 100% automatic, gas fired heating system are now as practical for low-cost homes as for costly homes and big buildings. The "2 WG" is clean, odorless, quiet, efficient. Made in two models, Standard and DeLuxe, both come completely assembled, ready to connect to water, gas and electric lines. Amazingly compact, the "2 WG" Boilers measure approximately 36 inches high. For hot water systems only, The Deluxe Crane-Line Basmor Boiler is the same design as standard model illustrated but comes completely enclosed in a deluxe jacket for installation in finished basements, utility or living rooms.*

Crane-Line Basmor "25" Gas-Fired Boilers—The utmost in heating luxury for average-sized to large homes is assured when a gas-fired Crane-Line Basmor Series "25" Boiler is installed. Any steam or hot water system built around this boiler is extremely clean, fast, efficient and flexible. Boiler is 100% automatic—rarely needs attention. Maintenance is negligible, installation is simple. The Series "25" Boiler is very saving of floor space and headroom, and is particularly suitable for any modern basement or utility room plan. The heavy metal jacket is attractively finished in baked-on green enamel, and is fully insulated with asbestos which surrounds the boiler.*

*Bears American Gas Association seal of approval.